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Measurement of dijet production with a veto on additional central jet activity in $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV using the ATLAS detector

The ATLAS collaboration

ABSTRACT: A measurement of jet activity in the rapidity interval bounded by a dijet system is presented. Events are vetoed if a jet with transverse momentum greater than 20 GeV is found between the two boundary jets. The fraction of dijet events that survive the jet veto is presented for boundary jets that are separated by up to six units of rapidity and with mean transverse momentum $50 < p_T < 500$ GeV. The mean multiplicity of jets above the veto scale in the rapidity interval bounded by the dijet system is also presented as an alternative method for quantifying perturbative QCD emission. The data are compared to a next-to-leading order plus parton shower prediction from the POWHEG-BOX, an all-order resummation using the HEJ calculation and the PYTHIA, HERWIG++ and ALPGEN event generators. The measurement was performed using $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV using data recorded by the ATLAS detector in 2010.
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1 Introduction

Dijet production with a veto on additional hadronic activity in the rapidity interval between
the jets has previously been studied at HERA [1–3] and the Tevatron [4–8]. The Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) offers the opportunity to study this process at an increased centre-
of-mass energy and with a wider coverage in rapidity between jets. Historically, the main
purpose of these measurements has been to search for evidence of colour singlet exchange.
With this aim, a very low cut on the total hadronic activity between the jets (less than a
few GeV) was traditionally chosen, to suppress contributions from colour octet exchange.

In this measurement, a jet veto is used to identify the absence of additional activity.
This approach is useful because it allows a diverse range of perturbative QCD phenomena
to be studied, as the veto scale is chosen to be much larger than $\Lambda_{\text{QCD}}$. First, BFKL-
like dynamics\(^1\) [10–13] are expected to become increasingly important for large rapidity
intervals [14–17]. Alternatively, the effects of wide-angle soft-gluon radiation can be studied
in the limit that the average dijet transverse momentum is much larger than the scale used
to veto on additional jet activity [18, 19]. Finally, colour singlet exchange is expected to

\(^1\)BFKL dynamics propose an evolution in $\ln(1/x)$, where $x$ is the Bjorken variable, as opposed to the
DGLAP [9] evolution in $\ln(Q^2)$, where $Q^2$ is the parton virtuality.
be important if both limits are satisfied at the same time, i.e. the jets are widely separated and the jet veto scale is small in comparison to the dijet transverse momentum. The measurement is therefore targeted at studying the effects of QCD radiation in those regions of phase space that may not be adequately described by standard event generators.

A central jet veto is also used in the search for Higgs production via vector boson fusion in the Higgs-plus-two-jet channel in order to reject backgrounds. Furthermore, should the Higgs boson be discovered, the contribution from gluon fusion to this channel needs to be determined in order to extract the Higgs boson couplings [20–23]. This measurement, therefore, could be used to constrain the theoretical modelling in current Higgs searches and future precision Higgs measurements.

2 The ATLAS detector

ATLAS is a general-purpose detector surrounding interaction point one of the LHC [24, 25]. The main detector components relevant to this analysis are the inner tracking detector, the calorimeters and the minimum bias trigger scintillators (MBTS). The inner tracking detector covers the pseudorapidity range $|\eta| < 2.5$, and has full coverage in azimuth.\(^2\)

There are three main components to the inner tracker: the silicon pixel detector, the silicon microstrip detector and the transition-radiation detector. These components are arranged in concentric layers and immersed in a 2 T magnetic field provided by the inner solenoid magnet.

The ATLAS calorimeter is also divided into sub-detectors. The electromagnetic calorimeter ($|\eta| < 3.2$) is a high-granularity sampling detector in which the active medium is liquid argon (LAr) inter-spaced with layers of lead absorber. The hadronic calorimeters are divided into three sections: a tile scintillator/steel calorimeter is used in both the barrel ($|\eta| < 1.0$) and extended barrel cylinders ($0.8 < |\eta| < 1.7$); the hadronic endcap covers the region $1.5 < |\eta| < 3.2$ and consists of LAr/copper calorimeter modules; the forward calorimeter measures both electromagnetic and hadronic energy in the range $3.2 < |\eta| < 4.9$ using LAr/copper and LAr/tungsten modules. The total coverage of the ATLAS calorimeters is $|\eta| < 4.9$.

The primary triggers used to readout the ATLAS detector were the calorimeter jet triggers [26]. The calorimeter jet triggers were validated for this measurement using a fully efficient minimum bias trigger derived from the MBTS. The MBTS consists of 32 scintillator counters arranged on two disks located in front of the end-cap calorimeter cryostats. The MBTS cover the region $2.1 < |\eta| < 3.8$.

\(^2\)ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector and the $z$-axis along the beam pipe. The $x$-axis points from the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the $y$ axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates $(r, \phi)$ are used in the transverse plane, $\phi$ being the azimuthal angle around the beam pipe. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle $\theta$ as $\eta = -\ln \tan(\theta/2)$. The rapidity of a particle with respect to the beam axis is defined as $y = \frac{1}{2} \ln \frac{E^+}{E^-}$.
3 Measurement definition

Jets are reconstructed using the anti-$k_t$ algorithm [27] with distance parameter $R = 0.6$ and full four momentum recombination. Jets are required to have transverse momentum $p_T > 20$ GeV and rapidity $|y| < 4.4$, ensuring that they are in a region in which the jet energy scale has been validated (section 6). The dijet system is identified using two different selection criteria. In the first, the two highest transverse momentum jets in the event are used, which probes wide-angle soft gluon radiation in $p_T$-ordered jet configurations. In the second, the most forward and the most backward jets in the event are used (i.e. those with the largest rapidity separation, $\Delta y$), which favours BFKL-like dynamics because the dijet invariant mass is much larger than the transverse momentum of the jets. For both definitions, the mean transverse momentum of the jets that define the dijet system, $\overline{p}_T$, is required to be greater than 50 GeV. This ensures that the measurement is in the high efficiency region of the calorimeter jet trigger (section 7).

Two variables are used to quantify the amount of additional radiation in the rapidity interval bounded by the dijet system. The first is the gap fraction, which is the fraction of events that do not have an additional jet with a transverse momentum greater than a given veto scale, $Q_0$, in the rapidity interval bounded by the dijet system. The default value of the veto scale is chosen to be $Q_0 = 20$ GeV. The second variable is the mean number of jets with $p_T > Q_0$ in the rapidity interval bounded by the dijet system. The measurements of these two variables are fully corrected for experimental effects. The final distributions therefore correspond to the ‘hadron-level’, in which the jets are reconstructed using all final state particles that have a proper lifetime longer than 10 ps. This includes muons and neutrinos.

4 Monte Carlo event simulation

Simulated proton-proton collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV were produced using Monte Carlo (MC) event generators. These samples were used to derive systematic uncertainties and correct for detector effects. The reference generator was PYTHIA 6.4.2.3 [28], which implements leading-order (LO) QCD matrix elements for $2 \rightarrow 2$ processes followed by a $p_T$-ordered parton shower and the Lund string model of hadronisation. The underlying event in PYTHIA is modelled by multiple parton interactions interleaved with the initial state parton shower. The events were generated using the MRST LO* parton distribution functions (PDF) [29, 30] and the AMBT1 tune [31]. The final state particles were passed through a detailed GEANT4 [32] simulation of the ATLAS detector [33] and reconstructed using the same analysis chain as for the data.

Fully simulated event samples were also generated using HERWIG++ 2.5.0 [34] and ALPGEN [35]. HERWIG++ implements leading order $2 \rightarrow 2$ matrix elements, but uses an angular-ordered parton shower and a cluster hadronisation model. The underlying event is modelled by multiple parton interactions. The HERWIG++ event samples are generated using the MRST LO* PDF set with the LHC-UE7-1 tune for the underlying event [36]. ALPGEN provides LO matrix elements with up to six partons in the final state. The
ALPGEN samples are generated using the CTEQ6L1 PDF set [37] and passed through HERWIG 6.5 [38] and JIMMY [39] to provide parton showering, hadronisation and multiple partonic interactions with tune AUET1 [40].

5 Theory predictions

The measurements presented in this paper probe perturbative QCD in the region where the energy scale of the dijet system is larger than the scale of the additional radiation. At large values of $p_T/Q_0$ or $\Delta y$, it is expected that fixed order calculations are unlikely to describe the data and that a resummation to all orders in perturbation theory is necessary. The measurement is not particularly sensitive to non-perturbative physics because $Q_0$ is chosen to be much greater than $\Lambda_{QCD}$. The net effect of the non-perturbative physics corrections was estimated by turning the hadronisation and underlying event on and off in PYTHIA — the resulting shift in the gap fraction was less than 2% and the change in the mean number of jets in the rapidity interval bounded by the dijet system was less than 4%.

The theoretical predictions were produced using HEJ [15, 41] and the POWHEG-BOX [42–44]. HEJ is a parton-level event generator that provides an all-order description of wide-angle emissions of similar transverse momentum. In this BFKL-inspired limit, HEJ reproduces the full QCD results and is especially suited for events with at least two jets separated by a large rapidity interval.\(^3\) The events were generated with the MSTW 2008 NLO PDF set [29] and the partons were clustered into jets using the anti-$k_t$ algorithm with distance parameter $R = 0.6$. The renormalisation/factorisation scale (one parameter in HEJ) was chosen to be the $p_T$ of the leading parton and the uncertainty due to this choice was estimated by increasing and decreasing the scale by a factor of two. The uncertainty from the choice of PDF was estimated using the full set of eigenvector errors provided by MSTW and also by changing the PDF to CTEQ61 [37]. The overall uncertainty in the HEJ calculation is dominated by the scale choice and is typically 5% for the gap fraction and 8% for the mean number of jets in the rapidity interval bounded by the dijet system. These uncertainties are larger than the non-perturbative physics corrections and the HEJ parton-level predictions are therefore used for data-theory comparisons.

The POWHEG-BOX provides a full next-to-leading order (NLO) dijet calculation and is interfaced to PYTHIA or HERWIG to provide all-order resummation of soft and collinear emissions using the parton shower approximation. The POWHEG events were generated using the MSTW 2008 NLO PDF set with the renormalisation and factorisation scales set to the $p_T$ of the leading parton. These events were passed through both PYTHIA (tune AMBT1) and HERWIG (tune AUET1) to provide different hadron-level predictions. The difference between these two predictions was found to be larger than the intrinsic uncertainty in the NLO calculation, estimated by varying the PDFs and the renormalisation and factorisation scales. Therefore, the POWHEG+PYTHIA and POWHEG+HERWIG predictions are both used for data-theory comparisons.

\(^3\)In the default setup (used in this analysis), HEJ matches the resummation to leading order $2 \rightarrow 3$ and $2 \rightarrow 4$ matrix elements. However, the option to include the additional running coupling terms from next-to-leading-log BFKL was not used.
6 Jet reconstruction and energy scale determination

Jets are reconstructed at detector level using electromagnetic (EM) scale topological clusters,\(^4\) which are three-dimensional objects built from calorimeter cells \([45]\). The jet energies are corrected using \(p_T\) and \(\eta\) dependent jet energy scale (JES) calibration factors derived from simulated MC events \([46]\). The JES calibration is obtained by dividing the true jet energy, defined using stable interacting particles in the MC event record (i.e. excluding muons and neutrinos), by the EM scale energy of the matching detector-level jet. The corrections are derived for jets with \(p_T > 10\) GeV at the EM scale and parameterised as a function of jet \(p_T\) and \(|\eta|\). An additional correction factor is applied to the \(\eta\) of jets that fall in the crack-regions of the detector, to remove the bias caused by the constituents of jets falling in regions of very different calorimeter response. The final stage recalculates the jet kinematics using the primary vertex position, rather than the ATLAS geometric centre \((0,0,0)\).

The absolute JES uncertainty has been determined using data for the well-understood barrel region \((|\eta| < 0.8)\), by propagating the uncertainty in the single-particle response, measured by the tracking and calorimeter systems, to the jet constituents \([47]\). An additional uncertainty has been obtained for other calorimeter regions using dijet \(\eta\)-intercalibration \([48]\); the jet calorimeter response relative to the barrel region was studied by balancing the transverse momenta of dijets and the uncertainty estimated by comparing the results obtained with data to a variety of MC based predictions. The total JES uncertainty in each calorimeter region was taken to be the sum in quadrature of the absolute uncertainty (from the barrel) and relative uncertainty from the dijet intercalibration \([46]\).

The final JES uncertainty is approximately 2–5% in the barrel region, but rises to 13% in the forward calorimeter for jets with \(p_T \sim 20\) GeV.

The impact of the JES uncertainty on the measurement of dijet production with a jet veto was studied by varying the energy scale of jets within the JES uncertainty, allowing for different calorimeter regions to have correlated/uncorrelated calorimeter responses. The associated uncertainty on the gap fraction is typically 3% (7%) for \(\Delta y \sim 3\) (6). The uncertainty on the mean number of jets in the rapidity interval bounded by the dijet system is approximately 5% and only weakly dependent on \(\Delta y\). The effect of the JES uncertainty is the largest systematic uncertainty in the measurement for most of the phase space regions that are presented.

7 Event selection

The measurement was performed using data taken during 2010. The primary trigger selections used to readout the ATLAS detector were the calorimeter jet triggers. In particular, distinct regions of \(\overline{p_T}\) were defined and, in each region, only events that passed a specific jet trigger (at least one jet above a defined threshold) were used. The \(\overline{p_T}\) regions were defined as follows:\(^4\) The electromagnetic scale is the basic calorimeter signal scale for the ATLAS calorimeters. It gives the correct response for the energy deposited in electromagnetic showers, while it does not correct for the lower hadron response.

\(^4\)The electromagnetic scale is the basic calorimeter signal scale for the ATLAS calorimeters. It gives the correct response for the energy deposited in electromagnetic showers, while it does not correct for the lower hadron response.
fined using Pythia events and validated using data collected with a minimum bias trigger derived from the MBTS. The chosen trigger for each region was required to be the highest threshold (and therefore least prescaled) trigger that was at least 99% efficient for both gap events and inclusive events. The bias in the measurement from the use of jet triggers was estimated to be less than 0.25%. This was determined using MC simulations and also data collected with the minimum bias trigger.

To minimise the impact of pile-up, each event was required to have exactly one reconstructed primary vertex, defined as a vertex with at least five tracks that was consistent with the beamspot. The fraction of events in each run with only one reconstructed vertex was 90% in the early low luminosity runs, falling to 20% in the high luminosity runs at the end of 2010. With the single vertex selection applied, the gap fraction was observed to be independent of the data taking period and the systematic bias due to residual pile-up events was determined to be less than 0.5%. Events were also rejected if they contained any ‘fake’ jets with $p_T > 20$ GeV that originated from calorimeter noise bursts, cosmic rays or beam-backgrounds. The criteria for rejection were determined from events with spuriously large missing transverse energy. The efficiency for jets was determined to be greater than 99% using a tag-and-probe method in dijet events. The overall impact of these cleaning cuts was to reduce the number of events by less than 0.4%. Finally, the impact of beam related backgrounds and cosmic rays were studied using data collected with special-purpose trigger selections, and estimated to be less than 0.1%.

In total, 533063 events pass the selection criteria and kinematic cuts if the dijet system is defined as the two leading-$p_T$ jets in the event. Of these, 85546 events have $p_T > 210$ GeV, for which the unprescaled jet triggers are used. If the dijet system is defined as the most forward and most backward jets in the event, then 306364 events pass the selection criteria and kinematic cuts, with 33997 events satisfying $p_T > 210$ GeV.

The distribution of dijet events as a function of the rapidity interval between the two jets is presented for uncorrected data in figures 1 (a) and (b) for the regions $90 \leq p_T < 120$ GeV and $180 \leq p_T < 210$ GeV, respectively. The dijet system is defined as the two leading transverse momentum jets in the event. The transverse momentum of the leading jet in the rapidity interval bounded by the dijet system, $p_T^{\text{veto}}$, is presented in figures 1 (c) and (d). Finally the gap fraction is presented as a function of $p_T$ and as a function of $\Delta y$ in figures 1 (e) and (f), respectively. In all such distributions, the baseline Pythia event generator with Geant4 detector simulation gives a reasonable description of the uncorrected data.

8 Correction for detector effects

The corrections for detector effects were calculated with a bin-by-bin unfolding procedure. In this approach, the correction is defined in each bin as the ratio of the hadron-level distribution (including muons and neutrinos) to the detector level distributions, using the Pythia event generator. The bin sizes were chosen to be commensurate with the jet energy resolution to ensure that the bin-to-bin migration was not too large. In particular,
The dijet system is defined as the two leading-\(p_T\) jets in the event. The rapidity interval between those jets is shown for the phase space regions 90 \(\leq p_T \leq 120\) GeV and 180 \(\leq p_T < 210\) GeV in (a) and (b), respectively. The transverse momentum of the leading jet in this rapidity interval, \(p_T^{\text{Veto}}\) is shown for 90 \(\leq p_T \leq 120\) GeV and 2 \(\leq \Delta y < 3\) in (c) and for 180 \(\leq p_T < 210\) GeV and 2 \(\leq \Delta y < 3\) in (d). The gap fraction is shown as a function of \(p_T\) and \(\Delta y\) in (e) and (f), respectively.

The purity\(^5\) of each bin was required to be at least 50\% (the typical bin purity was between 60\% and 70\%). The typical correction factor was observed to be a few percent for the gap fraction distribution and between 5\% and 10\% for the distribution of mean number of jets in the rapidity interval between the boundary jets.

The systematic uncertainty on the detector correction was determined in two steps. The physics modelling uncertainty was estimated by reweighting the \(p_T\), \(\Delta y\) and \(p_T^{\text{Veto}}\) distributions to account for any deviation between data and MC and also to cover the maximal variation in shape allowed by the JES uncertainty. The detector modelling uncertainty was determined by reweighting the \(z\)-vertex distribution and varying the jet reconstruction efficiency and the jet energy resolution within the allowed uncertainties as determined from data [49]. The modelling uncertainties were cross-checked using the HERWIG++ and ALPGEN samples, which agreed with the baseline \textsc{pythia} values within the statistical un-

\(^5\)The bin purity is calculated using \textsc{pythia} events and defined as the number of events that are both reconstructed and generated in a particular bin divided by the number of events that are reconstructed in that bin.
Figure 2. Gap fraction as a function of $\Delta y$, given that the dijet system is defined as the leading-$p_T$ jets in the event and satisfies $90 \leq p_T < 120$ GeV (a). Gap fraction as a function of $p_T$ given that the rapidity interval is $2 \leq \Delta y < 3$ (b). The (corrected) data are the black points, with error bars representing the statistical uncertainty. The total systematic uncertainty on the measurement is represented by the solid (yellow) band. The dashed (red) points represents the PYTHIA prediction (tune AMBT1), the dot-dashed (blue) points represents the HERWIG++ prediction (tune LHC-UE7-1) and the solid (cyan) points represents the ALPGEN prediction (tune AUET1).

The total systematic uncertainty in the detector correction was defined as the quadrature sum of the physics/detector modelling uncertainties and the statistical uncertainty of the PYTHIA samples. The systematic uncertainty on the correction procedure is typically 2-3%. This uncertainty increases when $\Delta y$ and $p_T$ are both large, due to an increased statistical uncertainty in the MC samples, and the maximum uncertainty is about 10% at $\Delta y \sim 5$ and $p_T \sim 240$ GeV. This does not have a detrimental impact on the measurement, however, as the statistical uncertainty on the data in these regions of phase space is much larger.

9 Results and discussion

Figure 2 shows the gap fraction as a function of $\Delta y$ and $p_T$, with the data compared to the PYTHIA, HERWIG++ and ALPGEN event generators. The dijet system is defined as the two leading-$p_T$ jets in the event. The data are corrected for detector effects, as discussed in section 8. The total uncertainty due to systematic effects is the sum in quadrature of the uncertainty due to JES (section 6) and the uncertainty due to the correction for detector effects (section 8). All other systematic effects were determined to have negligible impact and were therefore not included in the final systematic uncertainty. Both PYTHIA and HERWIG++ give a good description of the data as a function of $p_T$. PYTHIA also gives the best description of the data as a function of $\Delta y$, although the gap fraction is slightly
Figure 3. Gap fraction as a function of $\Delta y$ for various $p_T$ slices. The dijet system is defined as the two leading-$p_T$ jets in the event. The data are compared to the HEJ and POWHEG predictions in (a). The ratio of these theory predictions to the data are shown in (b). The (unfolded) data are the black points, with error bars representing the statistical uncertainty and a solid (yellow) band representing the total systematic uncertainty. The darker (blue) band represents the theoretical uncertainty in the HEJ calculation from variation of the PDF and renormalisation/factorisation scales. The dashed (red) and dot-dashed (blue) curves represent the POWHEG predictions after showering, hadronisation and underlying event simulation with PYTHIA (tune AMBT1) and HERWIG/JIMMY (tune AUET1), respectively.

The data are compared to the HEJ and POWHEG predictions in figure 3 and figure 4 as a function of $\Delta y$ and $\vec{p}_T$, respectively. The dijet system is again defined as the two leading-$p_T$ jets in the event. The dependence of the gap fraction on one variable is studied after fixing the phase space of the other variable to well defined and narrow regions. The HEJ prediction describes the data well as a function of $\Delta y$ at low values of $\vec{p}_T$. However, at large values of $\vec{p}_T$, HEJ predicts too many gap events. It should be noted that HEJ is designed underestimates the gap fraction at low values of $\Delta y$ and underestimates the gap fraction at large values of $\Delta y$. ALPGEN shows the largest deviation from the data, predicting a gap fraction that is too small at large values of $\Delta y$ or $\vec{p}_T$.
to give a good description of QCD in the limit that all the jets have similar transverse momentum. Therefore, the failure of the HEJ calculation as $\overline{p}_T$ becomes much larger than $Q_0$ is not unexpected. The description of the data may be improved by matching the HEJ calculation to a standard parton shower, to account for soft and collinear emissions [50].

In general, POWHEG+PYTHIA provides the best description of the data, when considered over all the phase space regions presented. However, at large values of $\Delta y$, the gap fraction predicted by POWHEG+PYTHIA deviates from the data. This is expected because the NLO-plus-parton-shower approximation does not contain the contributions to a full QCD calculation that become important as $\Delta y$ increases. The gap fraction as a function of $\overline{p}_T$ is, however, well described by POWHEG+PYTHIA at low $\Delta y$. Furthermore, although the absolute value of the gap fraction is not correct at larger $\Delta y$, the shape of the distributions in $\overline{p}_T$ remain well described. POWHEG+HERWIG tends to produce too much activity across the full phase-space. However, the difference between POWHEG+HERWIG and the data increases with $\Delta y$, reproducing the effect observed with POWHEG+PYTHIA.
Figure 5. Gap fraction as a function of $Q_0$ for various $p_T$ and $\Delta y$ slices. The dijet system is defined as the two leading-$p_T$ jets in the event. The data are compared to the HEJ and POWHEG predictions in (a). The data points for $Q_0 > p_T$ have been removed because the gap fraction is always equal to one for this dijet selection, by definition. The ratio of the theory predictions to the data are shown in (b). The data and theory are presented in the same way as figure 3.

The dependence of the gap fraction on the veto scale is presented in figure 5 for specific regions of $p_T$ and $\Delta y$. The $Q_0$ dependence of the cross-section is useful in studying the colour structure of the event [51]. The difference between POWHEG+PYTHIA and POWHEG+HERWIG remains large for all values of $Q_0$. The HEJ description of the data improves as $Q_0$ approaches $p_T$, a kinematic configuration more suited to the HEJ approximations. At large values of $p_T$, none of the theoretical predictions describe the data well as a function of $Q_0$. In particular, the description of the data is particularly poor when both $p_T$ and $\Delta y$ become large, corresponding to the region in which colour singlet exchange is expected to play an increasingly important role.

Figure 6 shows the mean number of jets in the rapidity interval bounded by the dijet system as a function of $p_T$. This is an alternative way of studying the activity between the boundary jets. The prediction of POWHEG+PYTHIA again gives the best description of the data, replicating the result obtained using the gap fraction. The POWHEG+HERWIG
Figure 6. Mean number of jets in the gap as a function of $\vec{p}_T$ for various $\Delta y$ slices. The dijet system is defined as the two leading-$p_T$ jets in the event. The data are compared to the HEJ and POWHEG predictions in (a). The ratio of these theory predictions to the data are shown in (b). The data and theory are presented in the same way as figure 3.

Description of the data as a function of $\vec{p}_T$ becomes worse as $\vec{p}_T$ decreases, which was not observed in the gap fraction distribution. In particular, POWHEG+HERWIG predicts a mean jet multiplicity that is too large. The HEJ prediction deviates from the data at large values of $\vec{p}_T$, producing too little jet activity. This is the same effect as was observed using the gap fraction, although the deviations from the data are larger.

Figure 7 shows the gap fraction as a function of $\Delta y$, with the dijet system defined as the most forward and the most backward jets in the event. For this selection, the $p_T$-imbalance between the two jets is typically much larger than when the dijet system is defined as the two leading-$p_T$ jets in the event. The data are not well described by HEJ at low values of $\vec{p}_T$, implying that the resummation of soft emissions are important for this configuration. The POWHEG prediction is similar to the HEJ prediction in all regions of phase space, that is, both calculations result in a gap fraction that is too small at large $\Delta y$.

In figure 8, the dijet system is again defined as the most forward and the most backward jets in the event, but the veto scale is now set to $Q_0 = \vec{p}_T$. In this case, both
Figure 7. Gap fraction as a function of ∆y for various \( p_T \) slices. The dijet system is defined as the most forward and the most backward jets in the event. The data are compared to the HEJ and POWHEG predictions in (a). The ratio of these theory predictions to the data are shown in (b). The data and theory are presented in the same way as figure 3.

POWHEG+PYTHIA and POWHEG+HERWIG give a good description of the gap fraction as a function of ∆y, implying a smaller dependence on the generator modelling of the parton shower, hadronisation and underlying event. The HEJ description of the data, however, does not improve with the increase in veto scale.

10 Summary

A central jet veto was used to study the fraction of events that do not contain hadronic activity in the rapidity interval bounded by a dijet system (gap fraction). The dijet system was identified in two ways: using the two leading transverse momentum jets in the event and, alternatively, using the most forward and most backward jets in the event. The first approach examines the effect of wide-angle soft gluon radiation for \( p_T \)-ordered jet configurations, whereas the second favours very forward-backward configurations and, therefore, BFKL-like dynamics. In addition, the mean number of jets in the rapidity in-
Figure 8. Gap fraction as a function of $\Delta y$ for various $p_T$ slices. The dijet system is defined as the most forward and the most backward jets in the event and the veto scale is set to $Q_0 = \overline{p}_T$. The data are compared to the HEJ and POWHEG predictions in (a). The ratio of these theory predictions to the data are shown in (b). The data and theory are presented in the same way as figure 3.

The gap fraction was studied as a function of the rapidity separation between the boundary jets, $\Delta y$, the mean transverse momentum of the boundary jets, $\overline{p}_T$ and the jet veto scale, $Q_0$. The mean number of jets in the rapidity interval was studied as a function of $\overline{p}_T$ and $\Delta y$. In all cases, the data were corrected for detector effects. The data show the expected behaviour of a reduction of gap events, or an increase in jet activity, for large values of $\overline{p}_T$ or $\Delta y$ [18]. The PYTHIA, HERWIG++ and ALPGEN leading-order MC event generators were compared to the data. It was observed that PYTHIA and HERWIG++ gave the best description of the data as a function of $\overline{p}_T$ and that PYTHIA gave the best description of the data as a function of $\Delta y$. ALPGEN did not describe the data well at large values of $\overline{p}_T$ or $\Delta y$.

The data were compared to the NLO-plus-parton-shower predictions provided by POWHEG when interfaced to PYTHIA (tune AMBT1) or HERWIG (tune AUET1). In general,
POWHEG+PYTHIA gave the best description of the data, with POWHEG+HERWIG predicting too much jet activity in the rapidity interval between the boundary jets. Both POWHEG predictions result in too low a gap fraction at large values of $\Delta y$, implying that the fixed order plus parton shower approach does not contain higher order QCD effects that become important as $\Delta y$ increases.

The data were also compared to the HEJ resummation of wide-angle emissions of similar transverse momentum. A particularly striking feature is that the parton-level HEJ prediction has too little jet activity and too large a gap fraction at large values of $\overline{p}_T/Q_0$. This means that the HEJ calculation is missing higher order QCD effects that become important as $\overline{p}_T/Q_0$ increases, i.e. those effects that are provided by a traditional parton shower approach. However, HEJ does describe the data well as a function of $\Delta y$ when the dijet system is defined as the two leading $p_T$ jets in the event and those jets do not have a value of $\overline{p}_T$ that is much larger than the veto scale.

In most of the phase-space regions presented, the experimental uncertainty is smaller than the theoretical uncertainty. Furthermore, the experimental uncertainty is much smaller than the spread of LO Monte Carlo event generator predictions. This data can therefore be used to constrain the event generator modelling of QCD radiation between widely separated jets. Such a constraint would be useful for the current Higgs-plus-two-jet searches and also for any future measurements that are sensitive to higher order QCD emissions.
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